Regaining Pleasure and Success with Complete Denture Services

Dr. Jack Turbyfill & Mr. John Zarb

This course is designed for teaching a refined concept in complete denture prosthetics. There are three basic differences from the standard complete denture technique as taught in our schools. The establishing of anterior components and posterior occlusion are unique and lend to simplicity in denture success. Probably the most important difference is the branching technique, whereby experimental dentures are constructed and approved by patient and dentist before the final dentures are constructed. It is a protective philosophy for both patient and dentist. It is a “try it before you buy it” philosophy. This is not a quickie mass production technique, but designed for dentists who want the ultimate in full denture service for their patients. However, there is a way that our basic technique can be incorporated into a short denture procedure. The development of osseointegrated root form implant systems has taught us one thing about patients who are dental cripples – they are willing to invest large amounts if the profession has something better to offer. The Branching Technique is generally readily accepted by the patients.

Learning Objectives:

- Arrange maxillary and mandibular teeth to esthetics using anatomical harmony and phonetics with no chance of restriction of the anterior envelope of function
- Achieving a balanced occlusion in centric relation using several procedures
- Delivery of the treatment denture and achievement of perfect patient generated functional impressions
- Lingualized occlusion as well as when to use cross bite
- Treating Class I, II and III cases using the same basic principles
- Finalization procedures to go from the treatment denture to the final denture that require few if no post insertion adjustments
- Occlusal refinement using a central bearing point and functional analysis of the envelope of function
- Use of the treatment denture to make a surgical stint and for the prosthetic guide if implants are part of the treatment options
- The special techniques of the maxillary denture that opposes mandibular natural teeth or when there are all or just a few mandibular teeth
- Custom gold occlusal surfaces in removable appliances and why they are necessary
- Why sometimes the use of plastic teeth can cause problems for the patient in the future
- Basic partial denture design principles. Keeping attachments simple. Post insertion reline of the free end saddle partial to assure success
**Date**
April 15 - 17, 2016
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
*Breakfast, Buffet Lunch, and Snacks provided*

**Location**
Nobel Biocare Canada Inc.
100-9133 Leslie Street
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4N1
Canada
Ph: 905-762-3500

**Cost**
$2,595 CDN + HST per dentist

**CE Credits**
This program is eligible for RCDSO & AGD credit points per day for Ontario dentists who attend

Approved PACE Program Provider
FAGD/MAGD Credit
Approval does not imply acceptance by a state or provincial board or AGD endorsement
11/1/2014 to 10/31/2017
Provider ID 302926

---

**Register Today**

**Participant Name:**
________________________________________  First  Middle  Surname

Please note: this name will appear on your certificate of completion.

**Address:**
________________________________________
Street  Suite No.

________________________________________
City  Province  Postal Code  Country

**Telephone:** __________________________  **Fax:** __________________________  **E-Mail:** __________________________

**Total fee:** $2,595.00 CDN + 13% HST = $2,932.35 CAD

Please select one:  
Cheque  Visa  MasterCard

________________________________________
Card Number  Exp. Date  Code  Card Holder’s Name

**Signature**  
X

I agree to pay the above Course Fees according to the card issuer agreement. I agree to allow Toronto Implant Institute to apply payment to the credit card I have provided.

**Please make cheques payable to the Toronto Implant Institute Inc.**

**Mail to:**  
Toronto Implant Institute Inc.
207-300 York Mills Road
Toronto, ON M2L 2Y5

**Phone:** 416-566-9855

**Fax:** 647-748-3551

**Email:** info@ti2inc.com

---

**Refunds/Cancellations:** Cancellations must be made in writing at least 30 days prior to the course. The Toronto Implant Institute reserves the right to program cancellation if attendance is insufficient. Participants will be notified if a program is cancelled or rescheduled six weeks prior to the course date. In any event, the Toronto Implant Institute will not be responsible or liable for expenses incurred by the registrant.